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Microbes answer to Santa Rosalia: reconsidering the importance of aggregation in
ecological networks.
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Homage to Santa Rosalia or Why are so many kinds of
animals?1 With this question has opened Hutchinson in
1959 the seminal work that aimed to reconsider the niche
conception that was taking place at that time after the
foundation of the competitive exclusion principle, stat-
ed by Gause in 1934 and even previously formalized by
Volterra in 1926. Hutchinson’s question has probably in
the microbial world one of its most interesting challenges.
Microorganisms represent an amount of biomass at least
as big as that of plants with and an amazing diversity,
and have a key role in the evolution of the biosphere.

An increasing number of available data coming from
high-throughput experiments has boosted the efforts to
find ecological trends, and there is an increasing evi-
dence pointing to a qualitative similar picture between
the patterns found in macro and microorganisms2. Some
progress have been made identifying important trends
as taxa-area and distance decay relationships3, or the
influence of environmental and geographic variables as
depth or salinity. These progresses have been possible
in part thanks to the reemergence of prokaryotic bio-
geography, but little attention have been made to the
methodological differences that microbiological data im-
pose over classical analysis methods of absence presence
matrices. The fact that there are many cosmopolitan mi-
croorganisms, recovers the debate between deterministic
and chance based explanations for the observed diversity
distribution.

The classic (and vigorous) discussion between deter-
ministic and neutral based explanations for the different
interaction patterns found in community ecology, boost-
ed the development of null models. Null model analysis
finds today a new challenge: the analysis of high through-
output microbiological data, were some additional diffi-
culties to handle arise respect to those obtained from
macroscopic observations. Another challenge in the anal-
ysis of absence presence matrices, also present in macro-
scopic data, is to address the meaningfulness of single
pairwise associations. Whole community analysis met-
rics as nestedness, or the C-Score are often used to un-
derstand the community structure instead, and there are
few attemps to address the meaningfulness of single pair-
wise associations, as the pairwise normalization of the C-
Score4, what requires a posterior statistical analysis. We

propose here to construct both pairwise aggregation and
segregation scores, based in a recently proposed random
fill procedure5 inspired in the well known empirical ap-
proach, that solves the problem of parameter estimation.
This model avoids any bias based on the assumption that
all matrices with the same row and column totals are
equally likely to occur as those generated by swapping
algorithms but, unlike them, it sample a canonical en-
semble which is more compatible with the particularities
of high throughoutput data. It also obtains a row and col-
umn total distribution maximally similar to the observed
one using a maximum likelyhood procedure, generating
in this way the most difficult to falsify model. Interest-
ingly, the scores we construct from this model can be
computed exactly, avoiding a posterior statistical anal-
ysis, and can be easily extended to the computation of
whole community metrics.

The comparison between the observed data and the
respective randomizations, leads to a strikling result: ag-
gregation is as frequent as segregation, a result that is
apparently in opposition to the macroscopic observed be-
havior where segregation rather than aggregation have
been found4. This result is also consistent with a recent-
ly proposed Lotka-Volterra model6 for plant-pollinator
networks, where it is shown how mutualistic interactions
allow to the system to host a higher biodiversity, as these
interactions increase the structural stability of the net-
work. This model together with the results presented
here suggest that the importance of aggregation should
be (re)considered to address Santa Rosalia’s question:
Why are so many kinds of animals in there?
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